In this recent year, the problems that related to Ethical aspect increased significantly including in Language Practice. But ethical aspects are not always clear cut; there are many grey areas that need to be threaded with care by organ religions approach. The writer believes that it is important to understand the ethical problem related to language from Islamic Perspective. Because Islam is the truly faith that can answer all of human's problem. This article aims, first, to identify and classify ethical problems related to language practices and second, to explain the Islamic perspective of ethic including in language practice. The theory of ethics in general and in Islamic perspective also appeared to support the content of this article. Furthermore, the writer hopes that this article can be useful for people who want to study about language practice and ethical problem in Islamic perspective especially.
INTRODUCTION
Ethical problems related to language practice in Islamic perspective have a significant use to avoid the chaos among society especially in this global era.
According to the Oxford Dictionary, ethics 1 is defined as: (1) a system of moral principles by which human actions may be judged as good or bad, right or wrong; (2) the rules of conduct recognized in respect of a particular class of human actions. Delaney (2005) contends that ethics is concerned with the good worth sought in life and with the rules that ought to govern human behavior and human interaction. From an Islamic point of view, ethics is related to several Arabic terms 3 .
These terms are as follows: ma'ruf (approved), khayr (goodness), haqq (truth and right), birr (righteousness), qist (equity), 'adl (equilibrium and justice), and taqwa (piety). Good actions are described as salihat and bad actions are described as sayyi'at. However, the term that is most closely related to ethics in the Quran is akhlaq (Beekun 1996) . Even though ethics is defined as what is right and wrong, the most pressing issue is how is one to know the right from the wrong In language practice, human also need to be able to choose the right and wrong word or sentence. Besides that, people also need to understand the meaning and function of it a society. It will be discuss in syntax, semantics and pragmatics. This article aims, first, to identify and classify ethical problems related to language practices and second, to explain the Islamic perspective of ethic including in language practice.
RELATED LITERATURES DEFINITION OF SYNTAX, SEMANTICS AND PRAGMATICS
In making the clear description of what is syntax, semantics and pragmatics, the writer makes a brief explanation such below:
a. Syntax
The word syntax comes from Ancient Greek "coordination", which consists of σύν syn, "together," and τάξις táxis, "an ordering‛. 5 Syntax is the set of rules, principles, and processes that govern the structure of sentences in a given language, specifically word order. The term syntax is also used to refer to the study of such principles and processes. The goal of many syntacticians is to discover the syntactic rules common to all languages. Syntax (in the philosophical use of the term) refers to the vocabulary and the rules of sentence formation of a language. These rules are called the grammar of language and they guide the construction of complicated expressions from terms and atomic sentences.
A basic feature of a language's syntax is the sequence in which the subject (S), verb (V), and object (O) usually appear in sentences. Over 85% of languages usually place the subject first, either in the sequence SVO or the sequence SOV. 6
The other possible sequences are VSO, VOS, OVS, and OSV, the last three of which are rare.
In short, syntax can be concluded as the arrangement of words and phrases to create well-formed sentences in a language or structure of statements in a computer language.
b. Semantics
Semantics (from Ancient Greek sēmantikos, "significant") is primarily the linguistic, and also philosophical study of meaning in language, programming languages, formal logics, and semiotics. 
ETHICS: THEORY AND CONCEPT a. Concept of Ethics
In the case of our theme (i.e., ethical questions related to language), it is also important to have at least a tentative understanding of the concept and theory of ethics. The following characterization attempts to take into consideration several often-mentioned dimensions of ethics. First, ethics refers to valuations and prescriptive (i.e., commanding or prohibitive) notions that aim to regulate the action and behaviour of all people irrespective of gender, origin, social class, or another specific characteristic. Second, based on these prescriptive notions, acts, intentions and consequences of acts are judged to be good or bad, right or wrong. Moral evaluation, which is an essential aspect of ethics, is also (and often primarily) directed at the doers of acts who are praised or blamed (as the agent of the act) and are called good or bad, just or unjust. 10 One could expect that in so far as ethics concerns human practices, action, and behaviour, the consideration of ethical questions related to language must primarily revolve around the pragmatic dimension of language. Thus, there is at least a tentative reason to think that of the three dimensions of language, pragmatics is the most relevant for ethical considerations. However, it is worth considering whether there are any special ethical problems related to syntax or semantics. As an advance answer, it can be said that yes, there are some special cases of philosophically interesting, ethical issues that concern syntax and semantics. Those issues also concern the pragmatics of language, but nevertheless they are primarily related to syntax and semantics. Such issues are, for example, swearing, translation mistakes, the choosing of words for a dictionary, and ignorance of a language. In what follows, examples of these issues are considered more closely.
Thus, borrowing the division presented by Morris, we can structure the ethical questions related to language into syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic categories. Accordingly, the questions of syntactic category concern the ethical problems related to the vocabulary and grammar of a language. The questions of semantic category concern the ethical problems related to the linguistic representation of reality, and the questions of pragmatic category concern the ethical problems related to linguistic practices. For example, the Prophet Muhammad recognizes acts such as telling the truth (Al-Quran 9:119) as morally right and rejects other acts such as killing a newborn girl as being morally wrong (Al-Quran 81:8/9).
b. Theory of Ethics in Global and

2) The Divine Command Theory
The For example, the Prophet Muhammad recognizes acts such as telling the truth (Al-Quran 9:119) as morally right and rejects other acts such as killing a newborn girl as being morally wrong (Al-Quran 81:8/9).
3) Consequences Theories
Consequence theories, utilitarian theory and egoism theory, look at the consequences of any action to determine whether an act is right or wrong. In utilitarian theory, an act is considered to be morally right if it brings the greatest good for the greatest number. An action must do the most good and does the least harm. In contrast, egoism theory is concerned about the consequences of the greatest good for the person only without considering the consequences on others. The next section will discuss these theories in more detail. 13
4) Egoism Theory
The general idea of egoism theory is that one must always perform in his/her own interest. An action is considered to be morally right when it promotes a person's self-interests more than the interests of others. 
5) Utilitarian Theory
Utilitarianism is a common term for any view that holds that procedures and actions should be evaluated on the basis of the benefits and costs they impose on society. Utilitarian theory argues that a behavior is considered morally right when it results in a greater number of utilities than it could be achieved by any other action. Utilitarian theory and egoism theory both consider the consequences of an action with different approaches of evaluating an ethical conduct. Egoism theory focuses on the consequences for the self, whereas utilitarian theory focuses not only for the self but also for as many as 
6) Deontology Theory
Deontology theory underlines duty as a basic moral category. This theory also focuses on universal statements of right and wrong. However, unlike utilitarian theory, this theory is not concerned with the consequences of the action, which means that the action is independent in itself (Ho 2007 As a summary, to determine whether an action or decision is ethically In all cultures some linguistic (and non-linguistic) expressions are considered reprehensible and people can be blamed for bad language, taboo words, or curse words. In such cases, the criticism is placed not necessarily on certain words as such, but on the use of the words if the use is thought to be intentionally insulting and offensive. Thus, although the criticism concerns syntactical units, individual words, or longer expressions, the criticism is directed towards the use and users of them. In such cases, the nature and direction of the criticism is pragmatic rather than syntactic.
A similar problem of impoliteness and rudeness that is related to taboo words also concerns other words and expressions that have an offensive, sarcastic, or discriminatory tone (and that are used intentionally to insult or offend someone). However, some people might prefer to exclude bad words not only from actual use but also from dictionaries, because some words as such are considered to be morally wrong.
In qur'an, Allah commands His servant Muhammad SAW to tell the believing servants of Allah that they should address one another in their conversations and discussions with the best and politest of words, for if they do not do that, Shaytan will sow discord among them, and words will lead to actions, so that evil and conflicts and fights will arise among them 18 will be among the people of the truth and be saved from calamity and that it will make a way out for you from your problems‛.
A true believer, one who is truly submitted to God, has many characteristics by which he can be identified. The most obvious of these noble characteristics are honesty of character and truthfulness of speech. Prophet
Mohammad was a perfect example of honesty. Even before his Prophethood, he had earned the titles of Al Amin (the trustworthy one) and As Sadiq (the truthful).
The third, is pragmatics. Pragmatics is the study of the use of linguistic signs, especially sentences, in actual or imaginary situations. 20 The largest category of ethically relevant, linguistic issues is related to pragmatics, that is, the use of language. A general feature of language that makes the moral evaluation of linguistic practices relevant is that language is a means of social inclusion and exclusion. In books such as Madness and Civilization, The History of Sexuality, and Discipline and Punishment, Michel Foucault famously studied the ways in which certain social groups are marginalized by the discourses of more powerful groups. Foucault also studied social mechanisms that determine who can competently engage in a public debate on a given topic. These power mechanisms and positions of dominance are apt to be morally problematic. This does not mean, in any way, that all linguistic practice even political or economic talk that obviously involves a power dimensions are morally wrong.
Language users can also be ethically criticized, for example, for gossiping, boasting, double-speak, and the misleading use of rhetorical means such as metaphors, similes, and hyperbole. Especially in this social media era, the language users commonly used language for posting something unimportant and can cause conflict.
Indeed, Islam also concern about this field. 
CLOSING
From an Islamic point of view, ethics is related to several Arabic terms. These terms are as follows: ma'ruf (approved), khayr (goodness), haqq (truth and right), birr (righteousness), qist (equity), 'adl (equilibrium and justice), and taqwa (piety). Good actions are described as salihat and bad actions are described as sayyi'at.
The ethical Problem related to language described in three big majors: from syntax, semantics and also pragmatics. Language is a tool of communication that can help people to understand each other, Allah SWT created people with the ability to acquire and use language. As perfect creator, people should use language in ethically and for useful point such advising someone to do a good thing and for kindness.
